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First Question

◼ What are Watermarks?

◼ Digital watermark

the act of hiding a message related to a digital 

signal (text, audio, and image & video etc.) within 

the signal itself.



Second Question

◼ Image watermark

◼ Is it possible to hide inaudible information

into the sounds? How?

Watermarked Original



Third Question

◼ Which is an Original sound?

DSS                  Original             Proposed 

Prop. 4 bps         Prop. 100 bps        Original



Challenges

◼The human auditory system (HAS) is more 

sensitive than the human visual system (HVS).

◼It is quite difficult to hide inaudible and robust 

information into audio/speech signals.  



Introduction 

& short history



Short history

◼Data Encryption (deep code?)  K. Matsui et al. (1986)

◼Digital Watermarking (for copyright protection)

◼Steganography

◼Multi-media Information hiding

◼Speech security (spoofing/deep-fake speech detection)

1980       1990         2000         2010        2020 202?

Deep Cryptograph          

Digital Watermarking 

Information hiding

2008



Applications (research project) 

Image tampering 

by Adobe Photoshop

Speech tampering detection 



Speech media-clone detection

(spoofing and deep-fake speech detection) 



Audio Information hiding

(audio watermarking)



◼Encryption method ⇒ overwriting on the data （×）

◼Header insertion ⇒ fragile for header removing （×）

Audio dataCopyrights information

Audio data
Copyrights

information

Conventional methods



Digital-Audio Watermarking

Watermarking method can embed digital codes for the 

copyright information in the audio that is inaudible for users.

Audio wav.

Watermarks

Watermarked 

signal Legal use

Illegal use

All copies including 

watermarks

Illegal copy

Inaudible



Requirements

◼ Inaudibility inaudible to humans and no sound  

distortion caused by embedding

◼ Confidentiality secure and accurate detection of 

embedded data

◼ Robustness not affected when subjected to attacks 

such as data compression

Digital audio

Watermarking

Watermarked audio

Inaudible

Protecting digital 

audio contents



Typical methods

◼LSB replacements (e.g., Cvejic & Seppänen, 2005)

◼Masking-based method (e.g., )

◼Echo-hiding method (e.g., Gruhlet et al., 1996)

◼Echo-spread method (e.g., Ko et al., 2002)

◼Direct spread spectrum (e.g., Boney et al., 1996)

◼Quantization index modulation (Bhat et al. 2011)

◼Periodical phase modulation (Nishimura et al., 2004)

etc………

So many techniques had already been proposed.



Previous studies

Method Inaudibility Confident. Robust.

Least Significant Bit (LSB)

(e.g., Cvejic & Seppanen, 2007)
○ ○ ×

Direct Spread Spectrum (DSS)

(Boney et al., 1996)
× ○ ○

Echo-hiding method (ECHO)

(Gruhl et al., 1996)
○ × ○

Periodic Phase Modulation (PPM)

(Nishimura & Suzuki, 2001)
△ ○ ○

Watermarking method based on 

cochlear delay characteristics

(Unoki & Hamada, 2008)

？ ？ ？

Typical methods are based on characteristics of human 

auditory perception such as masking phenomena, but why …

How can we embed watermarking into audio to be inaudible?



Auditory perception 



Lindsey & Norman (1972)

Mechanical vibration

Sound pressure

(Air pressure)
Neural firing

(pulse train)

Basilar membrane 

motion (BMM)

Peripheral auditory system



Audible range



An important physical parameter which affects 

masking is time.   ⇒ Simultaneous/Non simultaneous

Time

Masker
Probe

Time

Time

(1) Simultaneous masking

(2) Forward masking

(3) Backward masking

30

60

50                0     0                50 ms

Masking (dB)

ForwardBackward



Psychoacoustic model (masking)



Proposed scheme



Cochlear filtering



Cochlear delay characteristics

Physical 

e.g., pulsive sound

all freq. → no delay

0 Freq.

Mechanical 

lower freq.→ long delay

higher freq.→ very short

0 Freq.



Approach

Perceptual Aiba et al. (2008)

Nobody detect a difference of the delay even if it is enhanced 

cochlear delay (intrinsic vs. enhanced).  

→  it enables to embed the watermarking into digital  

audio via the cochlear delay to be inaudible.



Design of Cochlear delay filter
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Cochlear delay (1/10)
IIR all-pass filtering

⚫ Fast processing (IIR)

⚫ Simple implementation (1st)

⚫ Optimization (b=0.795)

To embed the group delay into the original sounds by using 

an IIR all-pass filtering related to the cochlear delay 

：Cochlear delay (1/10)

：Group delay of IIR filter
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Embedding/Detection
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◎Data embedding

◎Data detection



◼ Stimuli: RWC-MDB-G-2001 (selected 20 samples)

◼ Watermarks: “AIS-lab.” (8-chara.) at 4 bps

◼ Method: Paired tests

◼ Targets: Original, DSS, PPM, and Proposed (CD)

◼ Task: to judge the similarity between the two tracks by 

using a subjective scale that consisted of four scores:

0: completely the same, 1: probably the same, 

2: probably different, and 3: completely different.

◼ Subjects: Six native paid volunteers

◼ Conditions：160（20 music×4 conbinations×2 cases）

◼ Trials: 10 times，total: 1600 trials

Evaluations Subjective tests



http://www.jaist.ac.jp/~unoki/02_demo/

＊ANOVA, significant between two factors

（F57,285=17.4, p<.001）

http://www.jaist.ac.jp/~unoki/02_demo/


Evaluations                     Robustness

Whether the system can detect the embedded signal

from the watermarked sound or not?

Music genre database
all 102 track

(1) Down sampling

(44.1 kHz → 20, 16, 8 kHz)

(2) Bit extension/compression

(16bit → 24, 8 bit）
(3) Data compression

(mp3:128kbps, 96kbps, 

64kbps-mono）



Demonstrations 



Demo. 0 Training (Answer)

Which is the original, A, B, or C？

Original sound

Compensated Original Proposed



A CB

Which is the original, A, B, or C？

Original sound

Demo. 1



Original
Proposed

(0.1*delay)

Over-delay

Which is the original, A, B, or C？

Original sound

Demo. 1 (Answer)



◼ Inaudibility based on subjective evaluations

◼ Confidentiality the use of the original for detection

(blind detection should be done)

◼ Robustness detectability of over 85 %

Method Inaudibility Confidentiality Robustness

Proposed method

(based on the 

cochlear delay 

characteristics)

○ △ ○

Summary



Current improvements 



Blind and Reversible methods

◼ Robust, blindly-detectable, and semi-reversible technique of 

audio watermarking based on cochlear delay characteristics 

(Unoki & Miyauchi, 2015)



Adequate phase modulation

◼ Adaptive phase modulation for watermarking

◼ Dynamic phase coding and error control coding

(Ngo Nhut Minh, et al, 2015)



Singular Spectrum Analysis

◼ SSA-based audio information hiding scheme with psycho-

acoustic model (Karnjana et al., 2016) and It’s blind 

processing (Galajit et al., 2018)



Speech watermarking

◼ Speech watermarking based on robust principal component 

analysis and formant manipulation (Wang et al., 2016; 2018)



Other current publications

◼ T. Isoyama, S. Kidani, M. Unoki, “Blind Speech Watermarking 

Method with Frame Self-Synchronization Based on Spread-Spectrum 

Using Linear Prediction Residue,” Entorpy, 24(5), 677, May 2022. 

◼ C. O. Mawalim and M. Unoki, “Speech Watermarking by McAdams 

Coefficient Scheme Based on Random Forest Learning,” Emtorpy vol. 

23(10), 1246, Sept. 2021. 

◼ S. Wang, W. Yuan, M. Unoki, “Multi-subspace Echo Hiding based on 

Time-Frequency Similarities of Audio Signals,” IEEE/ACM Trans. on 

Audio Speech and Language Processing, 28, 2349-2363, 2020. 

◼ S. Wang, W. Yuan, Jianming Wang, and Masashi Unoki “Detection of 

Speech Tampering Using Sparse Representations and Spectral 

Manipulations Based Information Hiding,” Speech Communication, 

112, 1-14, 2019.



Related (AI-based) projects

◼Automatic Speaker Verification and Spoofing  

(ASV Spoof) Countermeasures Challenge 

https://www.asvspoof.org/ 

◼Voice Privacy Challenge

https://www.voiceprivacychallenge.org/

◼Audio Deepfake Synthesis Detection (ADD) 

http://addchallenge.cn/#/ 
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LSB replacements



ELC

Equal-loudness level contours: ELC

1 kHz 40 dB 

⇒ 40 phon
ISO226



Echo-based method



Psychoacoustic model (used in MP3)



オリジナル

CBA

Which is the original, A, B, or  C？

Original sound

Demo. 2



オリジナル

Original100 bps4 bps

Which is the original, A, B, or C？

Original sound

Demo. 2 (Answer)



◼FSK (frequency shift keying)

◼PSK (phase shift keying)

◼DSS (direct spread spectrum)

◼QIM (quantization index modulation

◼PPM (periodical phase modulation) 

Digital-modulation Method

Digital 

modulation

Original signal Watermarked signal

Watermarks {0, 1}



Introduction

◼ Copyright protection for digital contents

winny

Digital audio

Illegal distributions Illegal copies



Current applications

Universal design for acoustical information



Second screen for satellite service


